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Behaviour Policy
***** This policy reflects the usual working practices of the school but also detailed in red are the

working practices the school is needing to adopt during the CoVid -19 pandemic ******

Our Core Vision:

“Our vision is for our children to be lifelong learners and to empower them to live
distinctively in their communities and the wider world”

Our Vision is that through our promotion of Christian Values, and as school members we will be:

Relationship builders

Resourceful

Resilient

Reflective

Risk takers

Respectful

At Woodham Walter the expected standards of behaviour are founded on:

The right to be happy

The right to respect

The right to learn

The right to be safe

Everyone at Woodham Walter has a responsibility to uphold these rights

Aims of the Policy This policy aims to:

To encourage a calm, purposeful and happy atmosphere within the school.

To foster positive, caring attitudes towards everyone, where achievements at all levels are

acknowledged and valued.

To encourage increasing independence and self-discipline so that each child learns to accept

responsibility for his/her own behaviour.

To have a consistent approach to behaviour throughout the school which encourages parental

cooperation and involvement.

To make boundaries of acceptable behaviour clear and to ensure safety.



To raise awareness about appropriate behaviour.

To help pupils, staff and parents have a sense of direction and a feeling of common purpose.

Our ‘Home school’ Agreement encompasses our aims.

Legislation and statutory requirements
This policy is based on advice from the Department for Education (DfE) on:

● Behaviour and discipline in schools

● Searching, screening and confiscation at school

● The Equality Act 2010

● Use of reasonable force in schools

● Supporting pupils with medical conditions at school

It is also based on the special educational needs and disability (SEND) code of practice.

In addition, this policy is based on:

● Section 175 of the Education Act 2002, which outlines a school’s duty to safeguard and
promote the welfare of its pupils

● Sections 88-94 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006, which require schools to regulate
pupils’ behaviour and publish a behaviour policy and written statement of behaviour
principles, and give schools the authority to confiscate pupils’ property

● DfE guidance explaining that maintained schools should publish their behaviour policy online

Children’s responsibilities are:

To work to the best of their abilities and allow others to do the same.

To treat and respond to others with respect.

To co-operate with other children and listen to guidance from adults.

To create a safe and pleasant environment by taking care of property in and out of school.

To follow the Class Rules.

To learn to take responsibility for their own actions.

All staff, regardless of role, have a responsibility:

To treat all children fairly and with respect and to use appropriate voice levels

To raise children’s self-esteem and develop their full potential

To create a safe and pleasant environment, physically and emotionally

To be a good role model

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/behaviour-and-discipline-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/equality-act-2010-advice-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/use-of-reasonable-force-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/supporting-pupils-at-school-with-medical-conditions--3
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/send-code-of-practice-0-to-25
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2002/32/section/175
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/40/section/88
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/what-maintained-schools-must-publish-online#behaviour-policy


To use rules and sanctions clearly and consistently

To recognise that each child is an individual and to be aware of their needs.

What we do to encourage good behaviour

We ensure that all children are aware of everybody’s Rights.

We make clear our expectations of good behaviour, by agreeing and displaying Class Rules and

adhering to a whole school system of rewards.

Good behaviour is acknowledged wherever possible by verbal, positive praise.

We have an “open door policy” and we work with parents/carers to form good relationships so that

all children can see that the key adults in their lives share a common aim - During the Coronavirus

pandemic parents have been asked to communicate through the school office rather than

congregate at the classroom door to keep adults safe

We treat everyone equally, regardless of race, gender, class, religion or disability.

Our PSHCE curriculum is designed to foster good behaviour.

A home school agreement is sent home in the EYFS as part of the Induction Pack.

Rewards Whole School Rewards

Head teachers cup – presented Celebration Assembly and recognised with a certificate

Class Dojo Points – awarded for good behaviour and good work

Class Rewards

These vary depending on the class and age of children. They range from Golden time to supertastic

medals.  Children may be sent to the headteacher or another teacher to show exceptionally good

work.  Stickers, stamps and mini certificates may be given out at each class teacher’s discretion.

Support staff may also give out such rewards.

Managing Behaviour

Class rules (agreed by the children at the start of each school year) are on display in each classroom

The School Rights displayed in each classroom.

If children’s behaviour is not in line with school/class rules, they will be given two verbal warnings. If

they continue with the same behaviour they will be given a consequence.

Lunchtime arrangements

Children exhibiting behaviour that gives cause for concern are sent to the Senior MDA. Unacceptable

behaviour is reported to the SMT and they decide on further action. These incidents are recorded on

a hierarchy of unacceptable behaviours sheet (see Appendix A) and filed in the headteachers office.

MDAs may also give out appropriate stickers to reward kindness, manners etc.

Other rewards may be introduced as appropriate.



Hierarchy of Unacceptable Behaviours

Very serious incidents (see hierarchy) or those that require physical intervention, or involve

behaviours possibly related to racism or bullying are recorded in the incident books. They are then

brought to the attention of the Headteacher (or SMT in their absence). Following further

investigation, incidents are then entered into the racism, bullying or physical intervention log books

and reported to Essex County Council data services. Incidents resulting in fixed or permanent

exclusion are reported to ECC pupil services through a copy of the letter sent to the excluded child’s

parents. Incidents are reported to the Chair of Governors and through the Headteacher’s termly

Reports to the Full Governing Body.

Woodham Walter  C of E (VC) Primary School, is committed to treating all members of the

community with fairness and respect regardless of their ethnic background, gender, religion,

disability, sexual orientation or their socio-economic background. This policy has been written to

assist the school community and ensure that as far as is reasonable no child or adult shall be unfairly

treated, discriminated against or disadvantaged as a result

Appendix A Hierarchy of unacceptable behaviours

Type of behaviour Examples Action Sanctions

Minor Incidents Not accepting reasonable reminders

Minor rudeness to staff and children
Poor standard of work due to lack of
effort
One off name calling

Minor swearing or rude gestures to
children
Low level disruptive behaviour

Inappropriate physical interaction

e.g. pushing and shoving First

offence of minor untruths

Handled by class
teacher or by MDA/
CT on duty

Discussion with child/ren

involved

Time in at playtime (one minute
per year of age)
Time in at lunchtime (one
minute per year of age)



Medium Incidents Refusal to cooperate

Being deliberately rude to staff and
children
Persistent disruptive behaviour  Being
involved in negative/aggressive
arguments with another child
Teasing other children

First offence of minor swearing or
rude gestures to staff
Persistent disrespect towards staff

Causing deliberate minor injury to a

pupil

May be handled by
class teacher if one
off incident.
Otherwise, team
leaders, SENCO or
DH should become
involved. Parents
informed if
considered
appropriate. Time
out in another
classroom and/or
HTs office

No morning or afternoon play.
No use of pertinent  equipment
for the week (eg football if that
was the cause for concern)

Significant

Incidents

Openly defiant to staff

Damage to property

Deliberate lies

Repeated swearing and rude gestures

to staff and children

Stealing

Bullying

Deliberate spitting

Dealt with by HT.

Parents informed

Withdrawal of privileges Time
out in HT office Playtime spent
writing a letter of apology (with
support if necessary)

Exclusion

Very serious

Incidents

Very Serious Incidents Very serious

physical or verbal abuse of children or

staff Significant physical or verbal

abuse of others and property

including racially motivated

Systematic bullying Deliberately

dangerous actions Physically losing

control Misuse of ICT (See Internet

Policy) Sexually inappropriate

behaviour

Dealt with by HT.

School based

meeting with parent.

Withdrawal of privileges at

home and at school Exclusion

Appendix B Hierarchy of unacceptable behaviours for children

These behaviours are not acceptable What will happen if I behave in this way

Unacceptable

behaviours

Not doing what an adult has asked me to
do
Being rude to adults and children in
school
Not trying hard with my work

Calling somebody a name

Swearing

Stopping other people from learning

My teacher will not be happy with me.

I will miss some of my playtime.

I will miss one minute for every year of my
age.
At lunch time I will have to have time out with

an adult



Pushing and shoving Telling lies

These are worse

…. They are

more serious

Refusing to do what I have been asked to
do
Being very rude or disrespectful to
adults and children
Disrupting the lessons or playtimes

Being aggressive to others

Teasing other children

Persistent swearing and swearing to
adults
Disrespecting staff Deliberately hurting a

pupil

If it only happens once my teacher will speak

to me. If it keeps happening, I might have to

see another teacher. My teacher may talk to

my parents too. I might be sent to another

class, or maybe to Mrs Dodd. I would miss my

whole playtime, and I would certainly not have

any privileges for the rest of the week

Really serious

behaviours.

Being very defiant and argumentative

Damage to property

Telling lots of deliberate lies
Continually swearing at adults and
children  Stealing
Bullying

Hurting somebody badly and on purpose
Spitting

I would be sent straight to Mrs Dodd. She
would not be happy.
My parents would be told what had
happened.
I would spend time in Mrs Dodd’s office.  I
would spend my playtimes thinking about
what I had done and writing a letter of
apology.
I would miss up to a week’s playtimes. If it was

really serious, I might not be allowed at school

for a day

Very, very

serious!

Some behaviours are really, really

serious At Woodham Walter, these very

rarely happen

I would be sent straight to Mrs Dodd.

She would not be happy.

My parents would come into school to have a
meeting.
I would lose privileges at home and at school. I
might not be allowed at school for several
days.

.


